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Abstract

Herc I present two examples of isolated clouds iclentilled in Ha images from
the Virgo Euviromnental Survey Tracing Ionised Gas Emissious (VES
Tf(;E). Thi• t.wo c-xnmplr.s 1ircsc-11t with 11itfornnt moq1hologi11s 11ml simi
lar low recessional velocities. Due to the presence of other isolated clouds
we identified in lhe survey wilh similar recessional velocities, il is unclear
whether these are clouds in the Virgo Cluster itself, or if they arc clouds
in the !vlilky Way galrucy or its surrounding area. Careful consideration
of nmilnhlc information points in the direction of them being Milky Wny
nssociated clouds, but follow-up investigation will be needed to pin down
their origins and better understand their structures.

Introduction
The Virgo Cluster
As the uarue woulc.l suggest, the Virgo Cluster is a cluster of galaxies found
in the co11stellatio11 Virgo. It is home to several famous galaxies including M87,
pPrhnps most famous for t.h,� first ever image of a hlnck holi:. 1 The Virgo Clus
ter has hccn thoroughly studied rlne to its close proximity (16.5 �[pc) 2, high
mass3 , and diverse population of 11round 2000-3000 member galaxies. 4 , r. . Due to
its close proximity, it can be studied at high resolution and down to low smface
brightness with relative ease. It is also an ideal environment for studying galaxy
evolution c.lue to its abnormally high number of spiral galaxies. Spiral galaxies,
due to their fairly consistent disk shape, display disturbances due to the intra
cluster medium far more readily than, say, elliptical galaxies, particularly when
gas is being stripped p erpendicular to the galactic phme.

Figure I: Some of the major members or the Virgo Cluster. To the lower center-right is M87.
The line of galaxies in the center curving down and to the left is Marknrinn's Chain.
(lmnge: CC Public Domnin)

Au interesting feature of the Virgo Cluster is its wide range of peculiar
velocities. As a whole, the cluster is receding in the realm of 1000 - 1500
km/s (uM87 = 1256 km/s)6 however, individual member galaxies move at high
peculiar velocities, some even with negative velocities overall. 5
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Figure 2: []lack Histogram: Velocity distribution of galaxies in the VESTIGE survey footprint.
Colored Histograms: Velocity distributions of subclouds (red: cluster A, blue: cluster 8, green·
\V cloud, orange: \V' cloud, cy11n: M cloud, magenta: cluster C, brown, low velocity cloud).
Red Curve: Transmlsslvity of the VESTIGE Ho filter measured in the laboratory. Black
Curve: Transmissivity of the VESTIGE Ho filter measured at T "' o•c, typicnl for spring
obscrivng. Green curve: Trnnsmissivity or the complete VESTIGE survey opticnl train.5•
(lmage5 )
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The VESTIGE Survey
The Virgo Environmental Survey Tracing Ionised Gas Emission (VESTIGE)
is a project with the Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) to study the
effects o[ galaxy cluster euviromucuts on galaxy evolution. It aims to observe
how the interstellar medium in the Virgo ClnstPr's g11laxies is affected hy thrir
inleractions with the intracluster medium/•
Hydrodynamic simulations such as the lllustris simulation7 indicate that
cluster member galaxies commonly have associated tails of stripped gas due to
their interaction with the intracluster medium.

Figure 3: Stripped gns is visible in the clusters of the lllu,tris fiimul11tions. 7 Hern, tails 0£ gns
�tripped from duster memhcr gnlnxies are visible in th� simulations (l1>£t & upper right) nncl
simu\ntecl Ho imaging (lower right).6
(lmagc5 )

VESTIGE covers 104 dcg2 of the inner region of the Virgo Clm,tcr including
tv187 and I\forkarinn's Chain. CFHT's MegaCnm enables this area to be covered
in 1 x 1 deg2 pieces at a resolution of 0.187 arcscc/pixel, smoothed to a 3 1uc+
sec resolution. The Virgo Cluster's close proximity and the capabilities of the
CFHT's MegaCam allow VESTIGE to observe cluster features in high physi
cal resolution (z = 0.0038: 15 pc/pixel, 240 pc smoothed) and at low surface
l>rightucss (~ 1.5 x 10-li erg s· 1 c:m· 2 nt 0.187 arcscc resolution,
2 x 10- 18
erg s-1 cm·1 smoothcd).5
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Figure 4: The VESTIGE suncy footprint (light green line) in the Virgo Cluster, Blnck
contours. x.ray emission from diffuse gas. Red dotted circles. Cluster substructures, Red,
green, blue circles early-type, trnnsition-typc, and star-forming systems respectively, circle
size indicates mns.s 5
(hunger')
VESTIGE uses both Ho and r•bnncl data to produce its science products.
The transmissivity of the Ho filter as a funrtion of rcrrssional vclority c.an hr
foun<l in Fig. 2. This translates to a band pass of 6591 A± 106 A. Notably,
this range also includes two NII lines at 6548 A & 6583 A. The data arc pho•
tometrically calibrated and the r-band continuum data is subtracted from the
Ha data to produce the final Ho images.
Initial observations of a 4 x l deg2 strip of the overall VESTIGE footprint
yielded promising results with several cloud complexes being identified as shown
in Fig. 5. In subsequent initial observations of other parts of the cluster, other
comp!C'xcs were idrntificrl, 11s shown in Fig. G. It. is thr discovery of these
complexes that motiVRtc this project.

Figure 5: Pseudo-color images 0£ NGC4569 nncl IC 3563 (le£t) nncl NGC 4438, N438B, nnd
1\186 (right). Ho uet emission is displayed iu red. The upper panel is a 4xl deg2 strip with
physical dimensions 1.lx0.3 l\lpc2 •
(lmagc5)

Figure 6; Pseudo-color imag� 0£ NGC 43:10. Ho uet emission i5 di�ployed in red. Ionised gas
trails can be �ccn to the lower right of the galaxy du1t tu its motion tc, the upper right. 8
(Imageij )
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HI Cloud Surveys
Changing gears for a moment, surveys of neutral hydrogen clouds in the
vicinity of the Milky Way have been carried out using radio telescopes such
us the Arcdbo Obscrv.itury. GALFA-HI is one such survey, which identified
nearly 2000 neutral hydrogen clouds in the disk and halo of the Milky Way.
The clouds ranged in velocity from 20 km/s to 400 km/s, and covered many
orders of magnitude of distances and masses. GALFA-HI separated the clouds
it identified into several categories: high-velocity clouds (HVCs). galaxy candi
dates, cold low-velocity clouds {LVCs), warm low�positivc-velocity clouds in the
third galactic quadrant, and warm low-velocity clouds.!'
VESTIGE, as an Hn survey, is restricted to looking at far hotter ionized
Hydrogen as opposed to neutral hydrogen HI surveys. It is possible that iden
tifications made by the HI surveys could have n Ho counterpart if there is a
hot, ionized region in the cloud, but it is by no means necessary. Looking al
VESTIGE data of somr.. regions idrntifir..d by GALFA-HI, many of thr..sr regions
are relatively featureless in the VESTIGE data.

Figure 7, VESTIGE image of one of the regions identified by the GALFA-Hl survey outlined
in a green cirdc,0 Some hints of a cloud seem to b� thc;re, but it ii; easily con£used with
background noise. Note the sntullitc track passing through the frame.

Hunting for Clouds
This project's aim was to i<leulify features in the VESTIGE field im:ludi11�
stripped galactic: interstellar medium and isolated clouds for potential follow-up
6

study. A mnuual method of detection was selected over computer detection for
several reasons.
• The features we arc looking for cover a wide range of sizes and morpholo
gies. Drawing from past experience with Sourre Ext.r1tctor (SExtrartor),
source extraction works best with image convolution kernels that are com
parable in size to the features you are looking for, particularly with faint
features. Since the features we are looking for are not of any one particular
size, this complicates source extraction parameter selection.
• The VESTIGE data is fairly noisy and includes sizeable chip gaps. This
noisy hackground would ('olll}lli<'ak the rc•hrn•uwnt of sourcci c•xt.ral'tion
parameters for the low surface brightness features we ure looking for, und
the chip gaps can trigger false positives.
• Some of the features we are looking for are embedded in gala.'Cies and other
large features, and thus could be absorbed into the detections of the larger
features.
The VESTIGE survey is limited in scope to the Virgo Cluster, so looking
through all the data would not take an inordinate amount of time. Thus, we
rhose manual identifirntion over rompnter dt>te>rtion to forgo the ste-p of dc>aling
with source extrnction software.
l\lultiple people independently unalyzed the VESTIGE data to identify can
didate clouds, and each person's findings were reviewed independently. Some
of the doudi; lull.l spectroscopic follow-up observations done to confirm their
existences.

Two Cloud Examples

For this paper, I will present two examples of the features we identified in
the VESTIGE field.

7

Figure 8. The first cloud example, referred lo as the L-cloud due lo its backwards L-shapc.

Our first cloud example - the L-cloud - (Fig. 8) is similar to a typical nebula
- brighter and dimmer filaments of gas nil clumped together. The distinct L
shapc is intmcst.ing, hut not rompll'tcly out, of ll'ft, field. This rloud happens to
be relatively nearby ( < 0.15° ) a spiml galaxy. This proximity lead to speculation
that this cloud could be material ejected from that galaxy.
Notice in Fig. 8 the vertical and horizontal chip gaps crossing the image
and the resulting optical artifacts. There are two spots to the upper left of the
image just below the upper arm of the cloud that are relatively bright but also
lie <lircctly 011 the chip gap. As meutioue<l earlier, these gaps and the resulting
arlifacls could make for false positive i<leutificalious iu cumpuluriie<l suurte
extmr.t.ion.
The L-cloud is one of the brighter and larger examples of clouds that were
identified in the VESTIGE data. We will discuss scale after introducing the
second cloud example which is vastly different from the first.

8

Figure !J: The second cloud example, referred to as the linear cloud.

This cloud was an interesting find. Its linear shape brought on some doubt as
to whether or not this was a real cloud. It wns speculated it could be an optical
artifact of some sort due to a foregrou11d star or, perhaps, a strange cosmic ray.
It was also speculated that it could be a satellite in a high Earth orbit (low
Earth orbit satellites had caused tracks across many images). However, notice
in the brightest region of the cloud there is a bifurcation in the line, I\ fc1\turc
that would not be present on a satellite track or cosmic ray. Furthermore, the
line slightly curves upward at its lower end. Both of these features were evidence
that this wns a real cloud. Follow-up spectroscopic observations found an Hct
line emitted from this object confirming that this is a real cloud.
Unlike the L-cloud, this linear cloud, as it will be referred to, is fnr away
from any nearby galaxies (> 0.3° ) so its origin is a bit of a mystery. It doesn't
look like anything that would be ejected by a cloud, it almost looks like a piece
of a shock. This is ttn interesting obsefV!ltiou since this object h1Lo; NII nud SIi
lines, which suggest it could indeed be a shock.
What is peculiar about both of these cloud examples is that they are moving
at roughly the same speed v ::::: 45 km/s despite being
4" apart. This same
velocity is also found among other isolated clouds we identified in other parts of
the VESTIGE footprint. As discussed earlier, this velocity is witl)iu the realm
of possibility for Virgo cluster objects (Fig. 2) where they would be on the lower
end of the velocit.y distribution. However, the velocity is low enough that. these
could also be warm clouds within or in close proximity to the l\Iilky \Vay, as
demonstrated by surveys like GAL FA-HI. 9

~

Physical Scale
Since it is still unclear whether or not these are Milky \Vay associated clouds
or Virgo cluster features, let us entertain both options, beginning with the
physical scale of these objects. For the Virgo Clm;ter, we arc assuming z =
0.0038, yielding an angulnr scale of 0.079 kpc/arcsec. For our Milky Wny cloud
9

estimate, we are just going to get some rough idea of scale by setting the distance
to these objects at 10 kpc, yielding 1111 angular scale of 0.05 pc/arcsec. It is
fllso important to note in considering the 'l\Iilky Way possibility that the Virgo
Chu;tcr is at a high galactic latitude(~ 75 ° ), so there is relatively little material
from the galactic plane in this direction.

Figure 10

Dimension

L1

12
13

Angular Size
630' (10.5')
520' (8.7')
740' (12.3')

Virgo Clru;ter
50 k pc
41 kpc
58 kpc

Milky Way Estimate
32 pc
26 pc
37 pc

Table 1: Physical size estimates for dimensions of the two example clouds in Fig. 10

The physical sizes calculated in Table 1 do not shed much light on this prob
lem in isolation since they arc rc1Lo;ormblc in both scenarios. Another problem
with discerning which scenario is more likely based on scale alone is the clouds'
structures. Both of these kinds of structures could appear at both scale. The 1cloud is visually similar to the clouds generated in the Illustris simulation7 •5 in
that. it. is filamc>ntons anrl tnrlmlC'nt. The L-donrl could also feasibly he> a 1Iilkr
'Nay nebula or warm cloud in the galacLic halo. The linear cloud's morphology
on the other hand is strange in both scenarios. It is a very long, very narrow
cloud of ionized gas at Virgo scales. At Milky Way scales, it could fe1L'iibly be
a shock from some explosion like a s11pernov11., hut. if that is the CIL'>C it begs the
question of where the event that created the shock is. It could also just be a
filament of gas, but even so, it is still oddly thin.
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Clouds in Context
Since visual inspection is not shedding much light on what these clouds could
be, let's look at them iu context with each other. It was mentioned earlier that
these clouds have similar recessional velocities even though they arc degrees
npa.rt on the sky. This would he 1<t,range hehavior for two different. parts of t,he
Virgo Clust.er, considering the diverse range of peculiar velocities for ohjerts
in the cluster.5 In addition, other isolated clouds share this similar recessional
velocity, so the Virgo Cluster argument weakens further.
Another context must be considered too. Earlier it was mentioned that the
L-cloud is relatively nearby a spiral galaxy that was initially speculated to have
ejected this material. However, radial velocity measurements put the velocity
of that ucarbv 1-1alaxy, a verified member of the Vir�o Cluster, at l!JOO km/s. If
the L-cloud WIL� material ejected from tlmL galaxy, it would have to have been
ejected at around 1850 km/s relative to the galaxy in the line of sight, not even
taking into account any lateral velocity. This is unlikely, considering previous
arguments. Thus, it seems more likely that these are clouds in the vicinity of
the �-Iilky Way than pieces of the Virgo Cluster.

Conclusions
\Ve find ourselves at something of a crossroads. Our manual identification
of isolated clouds in the VESTIGE survey has revealed a number of objects of
interest. However, we cannot be sure whether they are members of the Virgo
Cluster or if they 11re foreground clouds in the vicinity of the Milky Way. Though
it seems more likely these clouds are indeed warm foreground clouds, we cannot
sny for sure. Further investigation is needed into these sources to localize them
and further understand their unique structures.
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